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DE MODE 
WORLD'S NO.1 FASHION, BUSINESS & LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Dear Readers,
 
Presenting you is a very
extraordinary issue of DE
MODE which focuses to show
you how the world fashion will
be changing in the coming
years. The amazing concept is
shown by a New-York celebrity
fashion designer, Michael
Lombard, with whom the
collection was shot in
Amsterdam last year in 2019.
At that moment, we didn't
know that the concept on
which we were shooting will
become the idealogy of 2020
fashion. 

Talking about the situation in the entire world, Geologist Nitish
Priyadarshi speaks about the side-effects of Coronavirus. How
actually the world will be habituated to live their lives after this
pandemic is gone. Every statement means something and puts you
in deep thought. 

DE MODE Photo-Journalist, Michael Foust, took the tough decision
to come out and photograph the current scenario of Paris city when
the lockdown was lifted on 11th May. People still feared to come
out. Explore the photologue inside and understand the deepnees of
staying sfe and keeping your family safe from this deadly virus. 

Lockdown 2020, no wonder many are at home with the love of their
life, but in the busy schedule, give her time she always wanted.
Inside in the relationships section, find how much sex is important
in your life? Do share your thoughts on
news@demodemagazine.com if you love the article and found it
useful 

DE MODE magazine can be distributed through the mail or
free distribution on authorized websites. The subscription
business model of DE MODE for distribution fall into two main
categories.

Non-paid publication means, there is no cover price and
issues are given away for free, for example in street
dispensers, airline in-flight magazines, or included with other
products or publications.

Non-paid downloads, means, there is no download price and
issues can be downloaded from the official website of DE
MODE NEWS BUREAU or from website of authorized
organizations.
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MICHAEL
LOMBARD.
A            NAME AMONG THE BEST CELEBRITYbig FASHION DESIGNERS IN NEW YORK
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LOCATION: AMSTERDAM 
DESIGNER: MICHAEL LOMBARD
COLLECTION: CYBERPUNK 
PHOTO: ALOT PICTURES          
MUA: JOANNE ARMSTRONG
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ABOUT.
Celebrity fashion designer Michael Lombard
started as a record label executive with his own
Label under Atlantic Records and realized his
passion for designing and creating something
unique in the fashion industry. Dubbed “The King
of Leather” by Huffington Post, Michael Lombard’s
Collection has been worn by professional athletes
to music stars around the world. Michael Lombard
is the first fashion designer sponsored by Monster
Energy Drink around the world on his fashion tour.

Using the highest grade leather, his designs have
graced the runways worldwide from NYFW, LAFW,
London Fashion Week, Paris Fashion Week, Milan
Fashion Week, Cape Town South Africa, Dubai
Fashion Week, Amsterdam Fashion Week,
Budapest and many more.

Michael Lombard signed with Harper PR which is the style fashion house to Lady
Gaga, Beyoncé, Nicki Minaj, Jennifer Lopez and many other celebrities. Michael
has dressed celebrities from Paula Abdul, LELE Pons, Prince Royce, Tiffany Young,
OVY On The Drums, and many more.

Michael Lombard’s designs are renowned around
the fashion world. Michael’s exclusive collections
can be found at The Cherry Moon Boutique In
Chelsea London. With innovative cutting edge
designs, Michael Lombard is revolutionizing the
luxury game.

His goals are to keep creating fashion for the world
to enjoy and keep being a great role model to his
beautiful supermodel daughter. "Looking to one
day open stores in LA, London and Paris, if you
continue to do what you enjoy then you will always
be rich and successful in spirit", he says. 

,,

Michael was the first designer ever to host "BBC
World" live at "London Fashion Week" House of
iKons Show. He has been Published in over
90+magazines and 125 news outlets.
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LOCATION: NEW YORK
DESIGNER: MICHAEL LOMBARD
COLLECTION: WORLD WAR M
MODEL: SASHA L (TOP) & TITI
PIKULA (RIGHT)
PHOTO: FME AGENCY, ATLANTA
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PHOTO: FME AGENCY, ATLANTA



SIDE-EFFECTS OF
CORONAVIRUS 
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EXCLUSIVE APPROACH BY
GEOLOGIST NITISH PRIYADARSHI

          oronavirus will be gone tomorrow if not
today but will leave many troubles and many
questions behind it. Ahead Mr. Nitish Priyadarshi
speaks about the type of questions and troubles
we will face after the Coronavirus pandemic
situation worldwide.

coming in India too. Today it seems that we are still
far behind in the strength of science which has so
much faith. It is an irony that even with such great
advances in science and technology, we are not
able to cope with this pandemic.

C

People may be sick with the virus for 1 to 14 days
before developing symptoms. The most common
symptoms of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) are
fever, tiredness, and dry cough. Most people
(about 80%) recover from the disease without
needing special treatment.

More rarely, the disease can be serious and even
fatal. Older people, and people with other medical
conditions (such as asthma, diabetes, or heart
disease), may be more vulnerable to becoming
severely ill.

Coronavirus has spread to almost all over the
world. Thousands have lost their lives, millions are
affected. To avoid this, the entire world is under
lockdown and curfew in some places. It is not
known how long this will last. No one can say
about the due date. Everyday new cases are

Today, due to the corona pandemic, we are all
locked in our houses. But there are information
some people also leaving from houses. The
reasons may be many. But one of the main
reasons is that despite the administration's
assurance, the food items are not reaching the
homes. On the one hand it is advised that people
should eat nutritious food and increase their
body's resistance to fight with corona and on the
other side there is also a shortage of food items.

www.demodemagazine.com



Work is still going on with whatever
was stocked-up, but with uncertainty
over how long it will last. We hope
people do not die of hunger instead of
corona-virus. Irritation and anger will
increase in people due to empty
stomachs and lock down.

The most serious risks will be on medicines,
especially medicines for diabetes, high blood
pressure and heart disease, which cannot be
skipped even for one day. Such is the case today.
We are keeping ourselves in lock down, but the
weather is not in lock down. It is changing
according to its time. There may be a shortage of
green vegetables in the coming time because
farmers are not going to the fields out of fear.

If we talk about our state Jharkhand in India, many
vegetables were spoiled in the fields or in the
village itself. It is still Corona but before that
hailstorm and off-season rains have caused great
damage to the fields. Many factories are closed in
the country especially biscuits and other food
items. Rice mills and flour mills are closed at many
places.

Because at one time there will be a huge
shortage of workers due to the lock down. A
lot is going to change in the coming time,
because Coronavirus will be gone today or
tomorrow, but will leave many troubles and
many questions behind it.

The number that has been released is also not
working properly. I also had a list of vegetables
and other food items on these numbers four days
ago but so far no news from anywhere. Now even
vegetable from outside is getting reduced. The
people of the villages have kept themselves in
lock down. Due to this, there may be a severe
shortage of vegetables in the coming days. As
many flour mills and rice mills are closed, there is
a shortage.

VOLUME 03, ISSUE 14 DE MODE APR-MAY-JUN'20
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Seed shops are open in cities, but people from
villages are unable to come to buy seeds. If we do
not plant seeds now, there will be a shortage of
vegetables in the coming time.

COVID-19: SAFETY TIPS FOR YOU

Wash your hands often  with soap
and water for at least 20 seconds.

Avoid close contact  with people
who are sick.

Cover your mouth and nose
with a cloth face cover.

Cover your coughs and
sneezes.

Clean and disinfect
frequently touched
surfaces daily.

Stay home at any cost.
Walk out in emergency

#stayhome #staysafe

Mr. Nitish Priyadarshi is a guest wr-
iter at DE MODE. Read his blogs
nitishpriyadarshi.blogspot.com 
or www.priyadarshi.blog

.co.in. He is doing research on various
environmental disaster issues in India.

www.demodemagazine.com



PARIS MOVING
FORWARD FROM
CORONAVIRUS
AS FRANCE
ANNOUNCED
TENTATIVE
MEASURES TO
EASE LOCKDOWN
FROM 11 MAY
BY MICHAEL FOUST
/: PHOTO-JOURNALIST, DE MODE

France eased COVID-19 lockdown
measures on 11 May'20.
It introduced a $20 million scheme to
get more people cycling - to cut
pollution and keep people safe.
Around the world, public transport is
starting to move again with new safety
measures.

WORLD | PAGE 12

As Albert Einstein wrote to his son Eduard, in
1930: “Life is like riding a bicycle, to keep your
balance, you must keep moving.”

VOLUME 03, ISSUE 14 DE MODE APR-MAY-JUN'20

Paris, the city of love and of light. On May 11,
France opened up again after a long time in
quarantine and social distancing. The train
ride into town was marked by a large police
force and also the SNCF workers checking for
proper paperwork authorization, masks, and
cleaning the train station space.

It mirrored the cold front and rain that arrived
last night that felt a bit off. The train was
marked with signs all over for physical spacing
to keep the spread of the Coronavirus to a
minimum. Very few were actually on the train
into town which was a surprise to me given
how many days we have spent in self-care at
home.

PHOTO: MICHAEL FOUST



In the metro to La Défense the spaces
were equally empty…..a far cry from
the days just a few months earlier. All
the spaces were really clean though
which made the ride a bit brighter and
was actual a welcomed effect from the
quarantine.
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In La Défense, the business district, empty offices and the space was open like I have never
experienced even on the weekends. Continuing down the Champs Élysées to the Arc de
Triumph, the roads were clear. A few other photojournalists and news crews also were
around equally amazed at how little traffic there was and being able to see the Arch clearly.
No tourists lined the shopping areas surrounding the Champs Élysées which was also a
welcomed breath of air. The Louvre where I took some of my last shots and an editorial just
a few months ago was empty. A line and sign cautioning to be on the grass and even the
pyramid was closed off.
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LAST STOP.. .EIFFEL TOWER

My last stop was at the Tour Eiffel…empty. Fountains
drained and cold like the day. Statues wearing masks to
reflect the feeling of Paris as we opened today. The only
mass of people, only a handful, I did encounter was outside
a book store opening…a very French pastime ...reading.

WORLD | PAGE 15
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Many subways were
still seen closed.

Many still feared to
come out. As I would
recommend to come

out less often only
when it's very much

required.

Michael Foust is a
Photo-Journalist and
Writer at DE MODE
based in Paris, France,
where he covers
fashion, and also
lifestyle news. His
coverage is not limited
to Paris, but also travels
with the magazine, and
covers internationally.
He also has
contributions of his
photos, film, art,
photojournalism, and
articles in several
publications, social
media, and art galleries.
He enjoys a good hike
and is a mix of cultures
from the southwest to
his home in Paris.
Follow Michael Foust on
IG: @mfphotographie
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ONLINE BUSINESS
IDEAS YOU CAN
START WITH NO
MONEY

5
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The web is an extraordinary equalizer. In business
explicitly, it has evened the odds. Anybody can
begin a lucrative online business—anybody with a
PC, that is. Be that as it may, listen to this: for all
intents and purposes no specialized experience is
required. Today there are a lot of devices you can
use to fabricate an online business that makes the
specialized work much simpler than it was
previously.

The best part is like for a physical business, you
needn't bother with a big amount of startup
capital. Indeed, you can get numerous web
organizations ready for action with no cash at all
on the grounds that such a large number of free
administrations encourage the chance. For
instance, you can set up a site or blog with the
expectation of complimentary utilizing Wix. Or
then again you can use an outsider site like
Amazon or eBay to sell merchandise with no stock
expenses. You utilize their selling platform in
return for giving them a cut of your deals.

You can likewise live anyplace you need, set
your own calendar, and work as meagre or
as much as you need, contingent upon how
quick or enormous you need your business
to develop. No business or showcasing
experience is required either. It's a genuine
mechanism for the enterprise.

What's more, this is only the beginning of the
numerous accessible no-cash online business
startup arrangements. How about we consider five
of the top approaches to begin an online business
and bring in cash online with almost no expense by
any stretch of the imagination.

If you Google “online business ideas,” you’ll
find no shortage of articles claiming to have
the “100 Best Business Ideas” or the “10
Online Businesses That’ll Make You Rich.”
Don’t be fooled though — just a quick look at
this article show that their ideas are weak,
they won’t give you more money and
flexibility, and they’re definitely not worth your
time. In fact, we want to show you just a few of
the typical ideas you’ll find online — and why
they’re actually horrible.

Well, there are actually 5 main options for online
business ideas to pursue — and we have
systematically tried them ALL. We can tell you with
no uncertainty that there is only one online
business that we think is the best. By the end of
this article, you’ll know exactly what’s the best
online business to start. Before we tell you, though,
there are two rules to online businesses that you
need to remember if you want to find success:

Rule #1: It’s about your customer…not you.
Rule #2: Passion isn’t everything.



6

9

To start an online magazine get a domain name, fill it with content, monetize and advertise. Here's how to
start your own online magazine:

1. START AN
ONLINE MAGAZINE

LEADERSHIP | PAGE 19

Monetize your website with pay-per-click ads such as Google Adsense and/or by becoming a
marketing affiliate for companies that sell products related to your magazine topic.

Pick a topic for your magazine. This
should be something you know a lot
about and something you love.

1
Do research to find out if there's
a market for your idea.2

Think of a title for your
magazine that includes
search-engine
optimized keywords.
You can test your ideas
by typing them into
Google Keywords to
see what gets the most
hits. You can also use a
title that the keyword
tool recommends.

3

Get a domain name
and design your
website on Wix.com.
You can always design
a simple, free website
and then spend more
on a professional one
once your magazine
gets off the ground.
Getting your fully-
functional website.

4

Write content for your
magazine. Write it
yourself, hire freelance
writers, solicit free
articles from people
who want to market
products related to
your magazine topic or
mine articles from
websites with free
Ezine articles.

5

Advertise your
magazine via e-
mail, social
networking sites,
discussion forums
related to your
topic, print media
and word-of-
mouth.

7

Entice readers to
subscribe by offering
frequent, relevant and
entertaining
information, and by
interacting with them.
This means allowing
readers to comment
and having the authors
of the articles reply to
the comments.

8

Create a community
among your readers by
adding a discussion
forum.

Good Luck!!
If you would like to discuss
more about this idea, email on
news@demodemagazine.com

DE MODE APR-MAY-JUN'20



2. START
DROPSHIPPING
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The fundamental thought behind an online
outsourcing business is that, as an entrepreneur,
you don't need to keep up an enormous stock (or
any stock at all) of items or handle any conveyance
to your clients. That kills the money related expense
and danger of having a distribution center loaded
with stuff you probably won't sell, and the problem
of orchestrating to send arranges everywhere
throughout the nation or the world. Truth be told,
you don't need to fabricate or store any items
whatsoever.

Once that is done, you'll work with a company
that specializes in drop shipping. Here’s how it
works:

The sole thing on which you have to concentrate is
advertising and marketing to be able to find the
customers and even make the sales. As soon as the
sale is done typically the rest is handled by simply
others. Your only value is the expense of advertising
and marketing and advertising to get a new
customer.

You list products for sale on your website or a
platform like Amazon or eBay.
When one of your customers makes a purchase,
you purchase the product from a third-party
company (the drop-shipper or supplier, usually
a manufacturer or wholesaler) for a lower price.
This process is as simple as forwarding the
order from your customer, a process that can
actually be completely automated. (Remember
you don't have any risk here of buying inventory
because the sale has already been made).
Your drop shipper or supplier then sends the
product directly to the customer.

Easy enough, right? With drop shipping, you can
offer a wide range of products, so the operating
expenses for your business are super low. As you
can see, there’s little risk on your part and
virtually no investment needed either. Just like
with drop shipping your only costs will be
marketing and advertising to drive traffic and
generate the sale.



3. 
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Affiliate marketing is somewhat similar to drop
shipping but with some key differences. With this e-
commerce model, you again don’t maintain an
inventory of your own products, and you don’t have
to worry about shipping products to customers.

With affiliate marketing, you offer the products for
sale, for example, on your blog or e-commerce
website. Each product has a unique link that tracks
back to your account with your affiliate partner. A
prospect who clicks on the link is taken to your
partner’s shopping cart for checkout. Once they
buy, that purchase is recorded and you receive a
commission. Commission amounts vary depending
on the affiliate partner, but is generally 5 percent
to 25 percent, or 50 percent or more with digital
information products.

Basically, you pick a profitable niche for your online
business, and then you find an affiliate partner who
has products available in that niche. Some of the
most popular affiliate sites are clickbank.com,
Amazon.com, and CJ Affiliate by Conversant
(formerly Commission Junction). Between them,
they offer just about any digital information product
(like ebooks, audio files, video files)  or physical
product you can think of. Many big 
name companies and brands 
like Wal-Mart and Home
Depot run their own
 affiliate programs.

The key difference between this and drop shipping
is that the business model is even more hands off.

All you have to do is provide a link for
                             the customer to click on and the

                                     merchant handles everything;
                                                 billing, order fulfillment, 

customer service,
etc. All you have to do
is handle the marketing
to get your prospects to buy 
(through social media, email mar-
keting, blogging, or whatever method
you choose). But after they click the
affiliate link, it’s out of your hands. You
don’t have to ship products or handle 

                         any customer 
service questions. 

And you certainly don’t 
have to maintain an inventory.

All you have to do is focus on paid
 and free ways to market your online

business. Affiliate marketing really is one
of the most "hand-off" types of online

businesses you can start.



4. BECOME AN ONLINE COACH
Becoming an online coach is the only 2-way earning
method.

THE FIRST METHOD,
If you enjoy working with people and helping them
reach their goals and potential, a home-based
coaching business might be for you. One of the great
advantages to coaching today is that technology has
expanded your ability to provide coaching services.
No longer are you limited to having an office where
you meet people in person or a phone where you
might miss subtle visual cues when helping others.

Video conferencing has made face-to-face coaching
with clients all over the world possible, which may be
one of the  reasons the coaching profession has
exploded the last few years. If you have the ability to
connect with and help people, then coaching might
be a great home business option for you and
accordingly you can charge them for one-on-one
session helping them solve their problems. Start
from any topic you have expertise in.

HERE COMES THE SECOND METHOD OF
EARNING WITH ONLINE COACHING
PLATFORM BUSINESS MODEL.
Have you watched a YouTube video lately? Of
course you have! This is one of the world’s most
popular websites, with more than 2 billion users
watching hundreds of millions of hours of video
each day. And it’s not all cats doing funny things,
by any means.You can leverage YouTube’s reach
to make money online. No, you’re not trying to
create a viral video, so to speak, although if it
does go worldwide and is seen by millions, that’s
a good thing.

Instead, you’ll be following a proven strategy for
maximizing views of multiple videos on a regular
basis. You’ll be creating useful content—
something engaging that people want to watch.
And it works in many, many different niches. It
could be a how-to video or a talking-head video
on a topic of interest for people in your niche—
the sky is the limit.

VOLUME 03, ISSUE 14 DE MODE APR-MAY-JUN'20



5. VIRTUAL TECH SUPPORT BUSINESS
Virtual Technical Support(VTS) is a 100%
'Work from Home' model. If you have a fair
amount of tech knowledge, you can set up a
service that provides remote tech support to
clients who contact you online.

guidelines based on your personal
experience to start a clothing label. You can
charge an X amount for your support service.
You know anything, if you have expertise or
good knowledge about any industry, many
are looking for help out there.

While talking about tech, it does not mean
only computer or software related support,
help people in starting their own business,
for eg. if you are a fashion designer, extend
your support by giving them the best 

CHOOSE YOUR BEST OPTION FROM
THE ABOVE 5 BUSINESS MODELS &
START TODAY. GOOD LUCK!
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HOW MUCH 
SEX IS

NORMAL?
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PHOTO BY: DAINIS GRAVERIS
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Sex is an important part of a romantic
relationship. Aside from reproduction,
sex is essential for many reasons in
any devoted relationship. It is
ultimately all about the intimacy,
pleasure,  and  the sexual expression.
Intercourse has many positive
intellectual,  emotional,  physical and
social benefits. Understanding the
benefits will help couples recognize
that sex in their relationships will not
only help themselves  but help bond
their relationship further and create a
broader sense of intimacy in a loving
relationship. Whether this is a long-
term  relationship or one that's just
starting, sex is an important thing to
consider for your overall health.
Many  people want to have a sexual
connection with their romantic
partner.

VOLUME 03, ISSUE 14 DE MODE APR-MAY-JUN'20

.co.in. He is doing research on various
environmental disaster issues in India.
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Sex and health go hand in hand. Research has
linked it to a slimmer waistline, a stronger heart
and a lower risk for prostate and breast cancers.
It’s also a boon for mental health, since sex is
associated with lower rates of depression and
better mood. 

When a couple has been together for some time,
the mere presence of the other person, even
unclothed, ceases to be exciting or arousing. But
that doesn’t mean doing it won’t be just as fun and
invigorating as it used to be. The increase in time
spent working and parenting may be possible
explanations for the drop in sex among married
people but the couple must spend some leisure
time together by taking off from all their duties at
least once within 2 weeks.

One should probably have sex at least
once a week for a better relationship,
slimmer waistline, a stronger heart, a
lower risk for prostate & breast
cancers and to stay stress-free. If
you’re falling short of that once-a-week
quota, making an effort to have more
sex could be a good idea, as long as it
doesn’t feel too forced.

People who have sex have higher levels of what
defends your body against germs, viruses, and
other intruders. Good sex is like a workout for your
pelvic floor muscles. When you have an orgasm, it
causes  contractions  in those muscles, which
strengthens them.
Sex is a really great form of  exercise as it uses
about five calories per minute,
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Today, sexual practices appear to have
taken on various mental, social, social,
even strict implications. Men look for sex
since they like how it feels. Ladies, in spite
of the fact that they may likewise get
delighted from the demonstration, are
commonly increasingly keen on the
relationship improvement that sex offers. 
 
Individuals additionally engage in sexual
relations because of uncertainty reasons
in the event that they're not ready to have
an infant too early and for example to
help confidence, to shield their accomplice
from looking for sex somewhere else, or
feeling a feeling of obligation or weight yet
this isn't acceptable. You should be
sufficiently perfect to engage in sexual
relations to make your affection life
sentimental and not to lose the flash.
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DESIGNER DAC NGOC TO BE
THE HARBINGER OF
VIETNAMESE KID'S
FASHION AT THAILAND
FASHION WEEK
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DAC NGOC is to become the first Vietnamese
designer to showcase at THAILAND FASHION WEEK
Powered by ASTON MARTIN in Bangkok. Designer
Dac Ngoc will be opening the show at one of the
most beautiful venue in Bangkok, VARAVELA. He also
owns a design studio "Dac Ngoc Designer House" in
Hanoi City, Vietnam.

Although it has only been launched for nearly 2
years, Dac Ngoc Designer House has risen to
become one of the leading luxury fashion
designer brands for children in Vietnam when it
was continuously called and appeared on many
international catwalks like London Fashion Week
2018 - House Of Ikon, Malaysia Fashion Week
2018, Vie Fashion Week 2019 in Dubai,
International Kids Fashion Week 2019 in Russia
and Bangkok Kids International Fashion Show
2019 in Thailand. With collections designed
differently, using high-quality materials, Dac Ngoc
Designer House's costume has become a highlight
of the Vietnamese child fashion industry and is
highly appreciated by the international fans and
media.

Dac Ngoc Designer House has always desired to
bring Vietnamese children's fashion to the "big sea".
Established in June 2018, Dac Ngoc Designer House
is an international children's fashion brand
belonging to N - Group Multimedia Joint Stock
Company with 4 product lines: Evening dresses,
Vest, Dresses and Princess skirt.

During the past 10 years, N-Group Media is known
as a reputable company operating in many fields
such as talent training, beauty and style in Vietnam
with the brands Dac Ngoc, Sao Style Academy, Đắc
Ngọc Media, Kids World Magazine. In particular,
fashion with the Dac Ngoc Designer House brand is
one of the areas that N-Group cares about, invests
and reaps a lot of success on the domestic and
foreign markets.

The products of Dac Ngoc Designer House both
bring the soul of national culture, just
breakthrough by his own marks. On the journey
"Confirming the difference", Dac Ngoc Designer
House not only affirmed the brand in Vietnamese
fashion village but also put the first footprints on
the world fashion map.

Thailand Fashion Week Organization will
soon be announcing their new dates &
releasing the full runway schedule on their
official Instagram, FIND THEM HERE
@thailandfashionweek TO FOLLOW TFW.
Also, for more information, visit their official
website, www.thailandfashionweek.org.

Dac Ngoc presented his Kid's collection at Dubai Fashion Week
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The star kid models have already walked in many
international shows who will now be seen walking at
the world-class runway of Thailand Fashion Week in
Bangkok.

To explore more of Dac Ngoc beautiful designs,
follow him on Instagram. To buy his show tickets
at THAILAND FASHION WEEK Powered by ASTON
MARTIN, stay tuned to TFW Instagram and turn
notifications on to get immediate update when
the tickets go live.
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While speaking to DE MODE, Designer DAC NGOC unveiled the star kid

models who will be showcasing his collection at THAILAND FASHION WEEK.

Photo (Left):
Designer Dac
Ngoc working on
his collections
for THAILAND
FASHION WEEK



FALL IN LOVE WITH
TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF DURING

THIS PANDEMIC.
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Kylie Jenner
Launched A Cosmetic

Collection With Her

Daughter 

D O N ' T  M I S S  I T !

Stormi
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Launch
Party

KYLIE JENNER'S FIRST KYLIE COSMETICS COLLABORATION
FOR 2020 IS WITH HER DAUGHTER STORMI. AHEAD OF THE
COLLECTION'S LAUNCH, JENNER SHARED THE FIRST PROMO

PHOTOS FROM THE CAMPAIGN ON INSTAGRAM.
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THE COSMETICS TYCOON RECENTLY TOOK
TO INSTAGRAM TO SHARE AN OFF CAMERA
SNAP OF HER NEW VALENTINE'S DAY
ASSORTMENT, WHICH SEEMS, BY ALL
ACCOUNTS, TO BE MOTIVATED BY NONE
OTHER THAN PROSPECTIVE TWO-YEAR-OLD
STORMI AND THEIR COMMON LOVE OF
BUTTERFLIES.
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STORMI'S SUBSEQUENT BIRTHDAY WAS ON
FEBRUARY 1, SO THE PLANNING FOR A
VALENTINE'S DAY DISPATCH APPEARED WELL AND
GOOD. IN THE PHOTOGRAPH, STORMI IS SEEN
WORKING DILIGENTLY SEEING LINE SHEETS OF A
COUPLE OF ITEMS IN THE ASSORTMENT. UNDER
STORMI'S ARM IS A PHOTOGRAPH OF NEW VIOLET
AND BUTTERFLY-ROUSED LIP KIT BUNDLING. THE
LITTLE CHILD'S NAME IS COMPOSED OVER THE
FRONT OF THE CONTAINER IN PURPLE SPARKLE.
THERE'S ADDITIONALLY A FIX OF A NINE-DISH
EYESHADOW PALETTE.
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TOP 10 GLOBAL
Chartbusters

SIX Skechers

DRIP REPORT

SEVEN Death Bed

POWFU

EIGHT Play Date

MELANIE MARTINEZ

NINE Falling

TREVOR DANIEL

TEN Intentions

JUSTIN BIEBER

ONE Toosie Slide

DRAKE

TWO Blinding Lights

THE WEEKND

THREE Dance Monkey

TONES & I

FOUR Stuck with U

ARIANA & JUSTIN

FIVE Roses

SAINT JHN
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Find the weekly update on Chartbusters Top 10 Global on www.demodemagazine.com 

and spice up your life.
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STAY TUNED FOR NEW DATES

www.thailandfashionweek.org

coming soon

VARAVELA, BANGKOK


